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There is no full study about the Continuation Eminent Monk Biography 
that belongs to The Tang Dynasty’s Buddhist scriptures in the academic. 
Although some scholars have done some scattered study but only few 
systematic study on it. So the book can be researched deeply in other 
angles, so my study was taking The new repair Taisho Tripitaka as a copy 
and referred Chinese Tripitaka, Moraine sand Tripitaka and Korea 
Tripitaka to find the questions of the words in the book. From using the 
popular form of characters and Phonology knowledge I analyzed and induced 
my points about related problems to hope that it may bring benefits for 
other scholars in their studies in Continuation of Eminent Monk Biography 
or other Buddhist scriptures of Tang Dynasty.  
The thesis contains nine chapters. The first chapter is the 
introduction of the thesis which generalizes the object of study, the 
current situation of the study, the research methods and significance of 
the study. So we can know the basic situation of the study in Continuation 
Eminent Monk Biography. The second chapter is checking and explaining the 
words in Continuation Eminent Monk Biography by the popular form of 
characters. Continuation Eminent Monk Biography in The new repair Taisho 
Tripitaka has many collations in words which list different usage in 
detail and it is an important clue in research. The third chapter is the 
research on the evolution of the typical words in Continuation Eminent 
Monk Biography by the popular form of characters. The usage of the popular 
form of characters is very common in printed documents at that time. So 
we can obtain the evolution of the words from the usage the characters, 
the script, the official script and the Han Dynasty inscriptions, the 
epitaphs, the block printed edition novels in Ming and Qing Dynasties and 
so on. The fourth chapter is analysis on synonym groups in Continuation 















carelessness in reading. We can know not only about the similarities but 
also the nuances between the similar words by the synonym groups research. 
The fifth chapter is about the mixed examples of the words in similar 
writing in Continuation Eminent Monk Biography. Of course we should know 
the mixed laws between some popular forms of characters from which we can 
understand the ancient woks accurately and deeply. The sixth chapter is 
analyzing the significance to compilations of The Great Chinese 
Dictionary by the words in Continuation Eminent Monk Biography. It is 
mainly supplementing new words or new meanings that are not listed and 
proves its rationality with more examples. The seventh chapter is about 
the words in different editions in which they are used in different ways 
or the events are described diversely. We try to prove the rationality 
of the usage of the words from those different editions. The eighth chapter 
analyses the allusions in the book from which we can understand the meaning 
of the articles accurately. The ninth chapter is the conclusion of the 
thesis that analyses the context and the innovation of the book. At last 
I summarize the thesis.  
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